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Work Group Members: Chair Mikaela Nix 
  Fred Brummer 
  Edward DeAguilera 

Pat DiVecchio 
Eddie Fernandez 
Maribel Gomez-Cordero 
Doug Gondera 
Katie Smith, Assisting CRC as Staff 
Wade Vose, CRC Attorney 
Kate Latorre, Assistant County Attorney 
Anissa Mercado, Staff Assistant 

 
Absent Member(s) Jose Fernandez 
 
 
A meeting was held to discuss items related to possible amendments to the Orange County 
Charter. 
 
 
Discussion Regarding Pending Litigation 
Chair Nix opened the meeting noting that the work group’s current recommendation in regards 
to converting Constitutional Officers to Charter Officers is to not make any changes to the 
Charter; however, the CRC asked the work group members to further vet the pending litigation 
in Demings v. Orange County before the CRC takes final action.  Attorney Vose provided the 
members with an update on the pending litigation stating both sides filed supplemental 
memorandums responding to the questions of the court and that the court has not rendered a 
ruling.  Attorney Vose further discussed the “Springing” provisions – ballot summary and Charter 
language relating to court action on nonpartisan elections and term limits for Constitutional 
Officers as requested by the full CRC at its April 28, 2016 regular meeting.  He also addressed 
Mr. Shannin’s letter to the work group and suggested adopting Mr. Shannin’s revised language 
of Section “B”.  Discussion ensued. 
 
Motion/Second: Members Brummer/Gondera 
Absent: Member J. Fernandez 
AYE (voice vote): Members Brummer, DeAguilera, DiVecchio, Gomez Cordero, Gondera 
NO (voice vote): Chair Nix, Member E. Fernandez 
Action: The Constitutional/Charter Officers Work Group accepted the motion to place three 
options on the next full CRC meeting agenda for discussion and action regarding Constitutional 
Officers and possible Charter Amendments: 



• Take no action concerning constitutional officers Exhibit “A”; or CCO Work Group's 
March 31, 2016 recommendation 

• Adopt charter amendment changing constitutional officers to charter officers and 
providing for nonpartisan elections and term limits, using ballot summary and charter 
language at Exhibit "B"; or Attorney Vose’s April 19, 2016, Charter Amendment to 
address issues raised by plaintiffs 

• Adopt charter amendment with "springing" language (made effective only if nonpartisan 
elections or term limits for constitutional officers are judicially invalidated) for changing 
constitutional officers to charter officers and providing for nonpartisan elections and 
term limits, using ballot summary and charter language at Exhibit "C" 

Further, replace Attorney Vose’s Section 703.B. with Mr. Shannin’s amended version of Section 
“B”. 
 
Work Group Recommendation and Final Report 
Chair Nix and Attorney Vose stated they would include the three options to the layout of the 
PowerPoint Presentation to the full CRC. 
 
Public Comment 
The following persons addressed the CRC: 
- Nick Shannin stated that the Supervisor of Elections Office is against the idea of abolishing the 

Constitutional title from the six officers and if it is to be considered, the “springing” 
provision is the preferred mechanism of the two versions offered. 

- Thea Webster noted that the discussion is difficult to understand and may be difficult to 
understand when placed on the ballot. 

 
 
Action Plan 
The Constitutional/Charter Officers Work Group is scheduled to present its recommendation to 
the full CRC on Thursday, May 20, 2016, at 4:00 p.m. in the Commission Chambers, First Floor, 
County Administration Center, 201 S. Rosalind Avenue. 
 


